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Order online
Pick Up Or Delivery
Treat yourself to your favorites, wherever you are!
Order Mayfield HeightsOrder Cleveland Heights Order Northfield
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About us
The Best Gyros restaurants of Cleveland, Ohio specialize in gyros and fries, with a choice of traditional gyros or chicken in over 20 varieties of sandwiches, in four sizes. Our addictive fresh cut fries also come with an assortment of toppings. We continue to introduce new flavors of gyros and fries to keep our customers extremely satisfied. All food is prepared fresh to order from the highest quality ingredients. Over the years, Best Gyros has also become famous for our delicious corned beef, subs, burgers, wraps, salads, chicken tenders and sides. 






CATERING
Your place or ours?
Leave the catering to us and we'll leave the celebrating to you.


                    Catering                                      
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Onion rings
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Exterior, restaurant front entrance
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Flatbread pizza, with cheese, peppers, and mushrooms
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Baklava dessert
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Exterior, seating area
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Interior, dining tables and a round booth
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Interior, ordering counter
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Outdoor seating area
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Poutine, closeup
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Greek Wrap, with lettuce, tomato, feta, olives, onion, and cucumber
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Employee tending to the rotisseries
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Gyro meat, tomato, onion, lettuce, and tzatziki
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Philly Steak Sandwich
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Exterior, seating area, picnic tables and parasols
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Giant corned beef sandwich
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Grilled chicken, tomato, onion, and lettuce
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Soda dispensers, ice cream cones, and various decorations
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Gyro meat, with pita wraps, tomato, onion, lettuce, and tzatziki...
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Greek salad, with tomatoes, onion, lettuce, feta, banana peppers, and...
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Exterior, front entrance
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Employee slicing gyro meat





Reviews
Review by - Google

                  Betty O:
                  


This stuff is legit! Takes me back to the Mediterranean kebab we had in Italy! The junior size is enormous! Almost can't hold onto it, definitely had to eat some of the meat with a fork first! Neat little hole in wall we happen to find on the way back from Microcenter.



Review by - Google

                  David C:
                  


Best Gyros continues to serve the late night patrons with great tasting food. Not only do they have a vast amount of gyro types and sizes, but they have all kinds of other takeout food as well. They're great at getting customers in and out in a timely manner and are very patient with the after bar crowd...



Review by - Google

                  Dominic B:
                  


Skeptical when I see the word "best" in the title of anything especially when it comes to my love for gyros. Definitely worth the visit to this location, friendly staff and good food. The amount of meat on the gyro was worth the price and great tasting...



Review by - Google

                  Gillian D:
                  


We've ordered from here a few times and everything has been really good. We usually order through DoorDash and the drivers have been very nice as well. We have tried the gyros, wraps, chicken fingers, pizza and all have been good. I love the buffalo chicken wrap!...



Review by - Google

                  Jen R:
                  


Friendly service and great food! I always get the cajun gyro and it never disappoints. Best Gyros also keeps the tzatziki sauce in the fridge and puts it in the bag when you pick it up for maximum freshness. If you order hot nacho cheese for your fries, they also squeeze it in the container when you arrive...
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Location

MAYFIELD HEIGHTS
6629 Mayfield Road
Mayfield Heights, OH
44124

CLEVELAND HEIGHTS
2245 Lee Rd 
Cleveland Heights, OH 
44118

NORTHFIELD
10468 Northfield Road 
Northfield, OH
44067


Hours

MAYFIELD HEIGHTS
Sunday - Thursday
10 am - 12 am
Friday and Saturday
10 am - 4 am
CLEVELAND HEIGHTS
Sun, Mon, Tue, Wed, Thur
10:00 AM - 12:00 AM
Fri, Sat
10:00 AM - 3:00 AM
NORTHFIELD
Mon, Tue, Wed, Thur, Fri, Sat
10:00 AM - 9:00 PM
Sun
10:00 AM - 8:00 PM


Find us on...

Google page

Contact us

MAYFIELD HEIGHTS 
(440)-461-1090

CLEVELAND HEIGHTS 
(216)-321-4000

NORTHFIELD 
(330)-908-0066

bestgyros@yahoo.com
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We strive to make our website accessible to everybody. Learn More.


